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Let G be a group, A a G-module, and H a subgroup of G. The standard
 .  .cohomological transfer map from H* H, A to H* G, A is defined in the case
that H is of finite index in G and is given explicitly in each dimension by a formula
involving a sum over a set of representives for H _ G. In this paper, we obtain a
new transfer in the case that G is a profinite group, A is an abelian protorsion
group on which G acts continuously, H is a closed subgroup of G, and the
cohomology is continuous. We do this by developing a theory of integration for
continuous functions from a compact space to a projective limit of discrete
modules and replacing the finite sum in the formula for the standard transfer with
an integral. As an application of the new transfer, we prove a profinite version of
the well-known result that for A abelian and G finite, an extension
b
0 ª A ª E ª G ª 1
splits if, for every prime number p, there exists a homomorphism g from ap
p-Sylow subgroup S of G to E such that b (g is the identify on S . Of particularp p p
importance in our proof is the fact that the composition of the restriction map
 .  .from H* G, A to H* H, A and the transfer which we introduce is equal to
w xmultiplication by G: H , where the index in this case is a suitably defined element
Ãin Z. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 4Let G be a set of groups indexed by a directed set I. For each pairi ig I
i, j in I such that i G j, let li be a homomorphism from G to G , andj i j
assume that for every triple i, j, k such that i G j G k, we have
l j ( li s li .k j k
 i4In this case we call G , l a projective system. For each j g I, let p bei j j
 i4the natural projection from G to G . The projective limit of G , l ,i j i j
written lim G , is the subgroup of G consisting of those elements g for6 i i
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i  .  . iwhich l (p g s p g for all maps l . We topologize lim G by giving6j i j j ieach G the discrete topology, G the product topology, and lim G the6i i itopology induced by that of G . With this topology, lim G is a totally6i idisconnected topological group. If the G are torsion, we say that lim G is6i ia protorsion group. If the G are finite, lim G is called a profinite group6i iand is compact by Tychonoff's theorem.
Assume now that G is a profinite group and that H is a closed subgroup
 4of G. Let U be the set of all open, normal subgroups of G. We givei ig I
the index set I the structure of a directed set by stipulating that i G j if
i  .  .and only if U : U . For i G j, let l : Hr H l U ª Hr H l U be thei j j i j
  . i4natural projection. Then Hr H l U , l is a projective system of finitei j
 . w xgroups and H ( lim Hr H l U 2, Sect. 1.4 . Let p be a prime number.6 i .In the case that Hr H l U is p-Sylow subgroup of GrU for all i, we sayi i
that H is a pro-p-Sylow subgroup of G. For more on such subgroups,
w xincluding a proof of their existence, see 9, 11 .
Consider next an exact sequence
ba
0 ª A ª E ª G ª 1 1.1 .
 .of topological groups. We call 1.1 topological if a is a homeomorphism
onto a closed, normal subgroup of E and b induces a homeomorphism
 .from Era A to G. If additionally b has a continuous section, we say that
 .1.1 is topologically trivial. If b has a continuous section g which is a
 .homomorphism, we say that 1.1 splits topologically and call g a continu-
ous splitting. In general, for any subgroup H : G, if there exists a
continuous homomorphism g : H ª E such that b (g s id , we say thatH
 .1.1 splits topologically over H.
THEOREM 1.2. Let E be a profinite group and A a closed, abelian, normal
subgroup of E. If for all prime numbers p, the exact sequence 0 ª A ª E ª
G ª 1 splits topologically o¨er a pro-p-Sylow subgroup S of G, then it splitsp
topologically.
Theorem 1.2 is modeled after the well-known finite version of the same
result. In this case E is any group, A is required to be of finite index, and
w xthere are no topological conditions or conclusions 4, Sect. 15.8 . At first
glance, it seems that a simple argument involving limits might bridge the
gap between the finite and profinite results. The gap, however, is surpris-
ingly wide, as the following example illustrates. Let p be a prime number.
For each pair of positive integers i, j such that i G j, let li : ZrpiZ ªj
Zrp jZ be the natural surjection, and let Z be the projective limit ofp




i0 ª Z ª Zrp Z ª G ª 1.p
is1
This sequence does not split topologically. In fact, the only continuous
homomorphism from ZrpiZ to Z is the trivial map. However, for all N,p
the exact sequence
N
N i0 ª Z rp Z ª Zrp Z ª G9 ª 1p p
is1
of finite approximations does split.
We give two proofs of Theorem 1.2. One employs a reduction to the
finite level that avoids the problem evident in the above example. It is due
w xto Serre 10 . The other adapts the proof of the finite version of the
theorem. Recall that this proof proceeds by associating to the sequence
2 .0 ª A ª E ª G ª 1 an element n in H G, A and then showing that n
is trivial by considering its image under the composition of the restriction
2 . 2 .map to H S , A and the transfer, or corestriction, map back to H G, A .p
To prove Theorem 1.2 we use the same strategy except that the cohomol-
ogy is continuous and the transfer map, as we will call it, is no longer the
standard map but a new transfer which is defined even if S is of infinitep
index in G, as may occur in the case of profinite groups.
In order to describe the new transfer, we introduce a notion of index
w xwhich is similar to the formal product found in 9, Sect. I.1.1.3 . Let
ÃZ s Z , the product being taken over all primes p. Alternatively, forp
every pair of positive integers m, n such that n N m, let lm: ZrmZ ª ZrnZn
Ãbe the natural surjection, and let Z be the limit of the projective system
 m4ZrmZ, l . Let G be a profinite group and H a closed subgroup of G.n
For any open, normal subgroup U of G, let
< <GrU
a s .U < <Hr H l U .
Ãw xWe define G: H to be the unique element in Z such that
Ã Ã . w xi G: H Z s F a Z, where the intersection is taken over all open,U
normal subgroups U of G, and
 . w xii for all p the image of G: H under the natural projection from
ÃZ to Z is either zero or a power of p.p
ÃAs an element in Z, the index defined here acts in a natural way on any
< <protorsion abelian group. Unfortunately, in the case that GrH is finite, it
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Ãdiffers from the usual index by a unit in Z. However, unlike any extension
Ã w xw x w xof the ordinary index to Z, it is multiplicative, i.e., G: H H: K s G: K .
The continuous group cohomology we use is defined as follows. Let G
 .be a topological group and let A be a topological G-module. Let C* G, A
be the cochain complex which in the nth dimension, for n G 0, is the
group of continuous functions from Gn to A and whose coboundary map
d s d n : C n G, A ª C nq1 G, A .  . 4G G
n nq1 . i nis given by the equation d s  y1 d , whereG is0 G, i
d n f g , . . . , g .G , i 1 nq1
¡g f g , . . . , g if i s 0 .1 2 nq1 1.3 .~ f g , . . . , g g , . . . , g if i s 1, . . . , n .s 1 i iq1 nq1¢f g , . . . , g if i s n q 1. .1 n
Then the continuous cohomology of G with coefficients in A is the
 . U  .cohomology of C* G, A . It is denoted by H G, A and is a gradedc
ÃZ-module. In the case that A is protorsion, the action of Z on A induces a
Ã U  .graded Z-module structure on H G, A .c
THEOREM 1.4. Let G be a profinite group, A an abelian protorsion group
on which G acts continuously, and H a closed subgroup of G. Let
G U  . U  .res : H G, A ª H H, A be the natural restriction map. Then thereH c c
Ã H U U .  .exists a graded Z-module homomorphism t : H H, A ª H G, A ofG c c
U  .degree 0 such that for n g H G, A ,c
H G w xt (res n s G: H n . .G H
In Section 2 we develop a theory of integration which we then use in
Section 3 to prove Theorem 1.4. In section 4 we show that t H retains manyG
of the natural properties of the standard transfer map. Finally, in Section 5
we give two proofs of Theorem 1.2.
2. INTEGRATION
Let X be a compact topological space, let U be the set of open and
closed subsets of X, and let R be a ring. A finitely additive measure on X
 .  .  .is a function m: U ª R such that m U j V s m U q m V whenever
U l V s B. For instance, any Borel measure is a finitely additive mea-
sure, with R taken to be the ring of real numbers. In what follows, we will
refer to a finitely additive measure simply as a measure.
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 i4Suppose that A , l is a projective system of discrete R-modules, i.e.,i j
each A is a discrete R-module and the li are R-module maps. Let A bei j
the projective limit of this system and notice that the action of R on the
A induces an action on A. Let p denote the canonical map from A to Ai i i
and let N denote the kernel of p . The collection of all subgroups N is ai i i
fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0 in A which we denote by N.
Let f be a continuous map from X to A, and let f s p ( f. Let m be ai i
measure on X. We define the integral
f dmH
X
to be the unique element in A which maps to
m fy1a a 2.1 . . i
agAi
in A for all i. Since X is compact, the set fy1a is empty for all but finitelyi i
 .many a and the sum in 2.1 is over a finite set. Since
li m fy1a a s m fy1a a .  . j i j /
agA agAi j
for all maps li , the integral is a well-defined element of A. In the casej
that A is itself a discrete R-module, the integral is simply the finite sum
 y1 . m f a a.ag A
We establish now some fundamental integration identities. One tech-
nique we employ to do this is to pass to the discrete level. More precisely,
we apply the map p to each side of an identity and show that the resultingi
 .equation holds in A for all i g I. Since p H f dm s H f dm, we arei i X X i
often left proving the original identity with A replaced by A . In otheri
words, it often suffices to establish the identity under the assumption that
A is discrete.
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let f and g be continuous maps from X to A. Then
f q g dm s f dm q gdm. .H H H
X X X
Proof. As indicated above, we can assume A is discrete. In this case
the proposition follows easily from the definition of the integral and the
fact that m is a measure.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let f be a continuous map from X to A. Let B be the
 4limit of a projecti¨ e system B of discrete R-modules, and let a be aj jg J
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continuous R-homomorphism from A to B. Then
a ( f dm s a f dm . 2.4 .  .H H /X X
Proof. Fix j in J. Let g be the canonical map from B to B , and letj j
 .V s ker g ( a . Then V is an open subgroup of A. Choose N g N soj j j i
that N : V . Recall that A s ArN and let a be the map from A to Bi j i i j i j
induced by a . Then
g a f dm s a p f dmH Hj j i /  / /  /X X
s a m fy1a a .j i /
agAi
s m fy1a a a . . i j
agAi
y1s m a ( f b b .  /j i
bgBj
y1s m a ( f b b . j  /
bgBj
s g a ( f dm . .Hj  /X
 .We conclude that Eq. 2.4 holds, and the proposition is proved.
COROLLARY 2.5. Let G be a compact topological group which acts
continuously and R-linearly on A. Then for all s g G,
s f dm s s f dm , .H H
X X
 . .   ..where the action of G on f is gi¨ en by the equation s f x s s f x .
Proof. The corollary is a special case of Proposition 2.3.
For the remainder of the section let X and Y be compact topological
spaces with measures m and m , respectively.X Y
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PROPOSITION 2.6. Let c be a continuous map from X to Y such that
 .  y1 .m V s m c V for all open and closed sets V in Y. Let f be aY X
continuous function from Y to A. Then
f (c dm s f dm . .H HX Y
X Y
Proof. We can again assume A is discrete, in which case the proposi-
tion follows directly from the condition put on c .
Our final proposition concerns the double integral. We begin with the
following lemma.
LEMMA 2.7. Let f : X = Y ª A be a continuous map, and for each
 .  .x g X, let f : Y ª A be gi¨ en by the equation f y s f x, y . Then the mapx x
F: X ª A which sends x to H f dm is continuous.Y x Y
Proof. Let x be a point in X, let w s H f dm , and let W be an0 Y x Y0
open set in A containing w. The lemma will be proved if we can find an
open neighborhood U of x such that H f dm g W for all x g U.0 Y x Y
Let N be an element of N with the property that w q N : W. By the
continuity of f , there exists for each y g Y open sets U : X and V : Yy y
 .  .  .  .such that x , y g U = V and f u, ¨ y f x , ¨ g N for all u, ¨ g0 y y 0
 4U = V . Since Y is compact, there exists a finite subset V , . . . , V ofy y y y1 m
 4V covering Y. Lety
m
U s U .F y i
is1
Then for all x g U, the function f y f maps Y into N. It follows easilyx x 0
 .from the definition of the integral that H f y f dm is in N. UsingY x x Y0
Proposition 2.2, we conclude that H f dm g w q N, and the lemma isY x Y
proved.
Let f and F be given as in the above lemma. The double integral
f dm dmH H Y X
X Y
is then defined to be the single integral
F dm .H X
X
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PROPOSITION 2.8. Let m be the measure on X = Y determined by the
equation
m U = V s m U m V . .  .  .X Y
Then
f dm s f dm dm .H H H Y X
X=Y X Y
Proof. We can assume that A is discrete, in which case f can be
written as a finite sum of functions each of whose image contains only 0
and one other element. Therefore, by Proposition 2.2, we can assume that
f is such a function. Let a be the only non-zero element in its image. We
are left then to prove that
m fy1a a s m Fy1a a, . .  X
agA
where
F x s m fy1a a . .  .Y x
Our first goal is to partition the set fy1a . We leave it to the reader to
use the continuity of f and the compactness of X = Y, to show that there
exist open and closed sets U : X and V : Y, with m ranging over somem m
 4 y1finite index set M, such that U = V is a disjoint covering of f a andm m
such that for each m g M, if x g U , then fy1a s V . In particular, F ism x m
constant on each U . Given a g A, letm
M s m g M N F U s a . 4 .a m
Note that for all a / 0,
Fy1a s U ,D m
mgMa
and that for each m g M ,a
a s m V a . .Y m
We conclude that
m Fy1a a s m U a .  .  X X m
agA agA mgMa
s m U m V a .  .  X m Y m
agA mgMa
s m U m V a .  . X m Y m
mgM
s m U = V a . m m
mgM
s m fy1a a , .
and Proposition 2.8 is proved.
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3. EXISTENCE OF t HG
Let G be a group, A a G-module, and H a subgroup of G of finite
 .  .index, and denote by H* G, A and H* H, A the standard group coho-
mology of G and H, with coefficients in A. The transfer map from
 .  .H* H, A to H* G, A can be obtained by applying a dimension shifting
w x 0 . 0 .technique 1, Sect. III.7 to the map from H H, A to H G, A which
sends a ¬  sy1a. It is given explicitly in dimension n as follows.s g H _G
n .Let f be a cocycle representing n g H H, A . Let R be a set of right
n . ncoset representatives of H in G and let t f : G ª A be given by theR
formula
t n f g , . . . , g .  .R 1 n
s sy1 f s g sy1 , s g sy1 , . . . , s g sy1 , 3.1 . . 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 ny1 n n
sgR
n .where s equals s and s g Hs g . Then t f is a cocyle whose class0 i iy1 i R
n .in H G, A is the image of n under the transfer map.
Let G now be a profinite group, A a protorsion G-module, and H a
closed subgroup of G. We prove the existence of the map t H of TheoremG
 .1.4 by modifying Eq. 3.1 . In particular, we replace the finite sum with an
integral. To do this we need the following well-known result.
LEMMA 3.2. If H is a closed subgroup of a profinite group G, then the
natural projection of G onto the right coset space H _ G has a continuous
section.
w xProof. See 9, Sect. I.1.1.2, Proposition 1 .
We also need to specify a measure on the compact space H _ G. Let u
denote the natural projection from G to H _ G and let U be the
fundamental system of neighborhoods of 1 in H _ G consisting of the
images of the open, normal subgroups of G under u . For every element U
y1 Ã Ã . w x w xof U, let N s u U and note that G: H Z : G: N Z. We leave it toU U
Ãw xthe reader to verify that for each generator m of the ideal G: H Z, there
Ãexists a unique Z-valued measure on H _ G which commutes with the
right action of G and which maps U g U to
m
.w xG: NU
w xIn the case that m s G: H , we call this measure m.
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Let f : H _ G ª G be a continuous section. Gi¨ en an
n .  . nelement f g C H, A and an n-tuple g , . . . , g g G , let f be1 n f ,  g , . . . , g .1 n
the map from H _ G to A which sends s to
y1 y1
f s f f s g f s g , . . . , .  .  . 1 1
y1
f s g g ??? g g f s g g ??? g . .  . .1 2 ny1 n 1 2 n
n n . nLet t be the map which sends f g C H, A to the function from G to Af
gi¨ en by the equation
t n f g , . . . , g s f dm. 3.4 .  .Hf 1 n f ,  g , . . . , g .1 n
H_G
 n4  .  .Then the graded map t gi¨ en by the family t maps C* H, A to C* G, Af f
Ã H U U .  .and induces a graded Z-module homomorphism t : H H, A ª H G, AG c c
which is independent of the choice of f.
n . nProof. Let f be an element in C H, A and let f : G = H _ G ª Af
be the map given by the equation
f g , . . . , g , s s f s . .  .f 1 n f ,  g , . . . , g .1 n
Then f is continuous because f and f are. It follows by Lemma 2.7 thatf
n n .t f is in C G, A . Moreover, Proposition 2.2 and Corollary 2.5 imply thatf
n Ã n n .  .t is a Z-module homomorphism from C H, A to C G, A .f
ÃTo show that t induces a graded Z-module homomorphism fromf
U  . U  .H H, A to H G, A requires verifying that t d s d t , where dc c f H G f G
 .  .and d are the boundary maps of the complexes C* G, A and C* H, A ,H
respectively. The reader can accomplish this by first applying Proposition
2.2 and Corollary 2.5 to the formulas obtained from the definition of the
 .boundary map and Eq. 3.4 , and by then observing that Proposition 2.6
implies that
g f dm s g f (g dm , .H H1 f ,  g , . . . , g . 1 f ,  g , . . . , g . 12 nq1 2 nq1
H_G H_G
where g : H _ G ª H _ G is the homeomorphism sending Hs to Hs g .1 1
To prove that the cohomological map induced by t is independent off
f, we let f and c be two different continuous sections from H _ G to G
 .  .and exhibit a homotopy D: C* H, A ª C* G, A from t to t as fol-f c
n .lows. Let f be an element in C H, A . For k s 1, . . . , n, let fk ,  g , . . . , g .1 ny1
be the map from H _ G to A that sends s to
y1
c s f h , . . . , h , . . . , h , .  .1 j n
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where
y1¡c s g ??? g g c s g ??? g if 1 F j F k y 1 .  .1 jy1 j 1 j
y1~c s g ??? g f s g ??? g if j s kh s  .  .1 jy1 1 jy1j
y1¢f s g ??? g g f s g ??? g if k q 1 F j F n. .  .1 jy2 jy1 1 jy1
n . ny1 .  .Now let D f be the map in C G, A which sends g , . . . , g tok 1 ny1
f dm ,H k ,  g , . . . , g .1 ny1
H_G
n n  .kq1 nand let D s  y1 D . The reader can verify by direct inspectionks1 k
that t n y t n s Dnq1d n q d ny1Dn, a process made much more manage-f f 9 H G
able by observing that
¡ ny1 nd D f if i - k .G , i ky1
ny1 nnq1 n ~ 3.5 .d D f if i ) kD d f s  . . G , iy1 kk H , i
nq1 n¢D d if i s k . .kq1 H , i
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.3.
U  .PROPOSITION 3.6. Let n be an element in H G, A . Thenc
H G w xt (res n s G: H n . .G H
G w xProof. We show that t (res is homotopic to multiplication by G: H .f H
n .For f g C G, A and 1 F k F n, let f be the map fromk ,  g , . . . , g .1 ny1
H _ G to A which sends s to
f g , . . . , g , . . . , g ,Ä Ä Ä /1 j n
where
g if 1 F j F k y 1¡ j
y1~f s g ??? g if j s k .g sÄ 1 jy1j
y1¢f s g ??? g g f s g ??? g if k q 1 F j F n. .  .1 jy2 jy1 1 jy1
n n  .kq1 n n n . ny1 .Now let D s  y1 D , where D : C G, A ª C G, A isks1 k k
given by the equation
Dn f g , . . . , g s f dm. . Hk 1 ny1 k ,  g , . . . , g .1 ny1
H_G
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 .  G . w xUsing Eq. 3.5 , the reader can check directly that t (res y G: H sf H
Dd q d D. This concludes the proof of Proposition 3.6.G G
Propositions 3.3 and 3.6 state that t H satisfies the requirements ofG
Theorem 1.4, and thus the proof of this theorem is complete. Note that in
dimension zero, the map t H is given by the equationG
0 y1Ht a s f s a dm , 3.7 .  . . HG
H_G
0 .where a g H H, A and f is any continuous section of the quotient map
 . 0 .from G to H _ G. It is immediately clear from 3.7 that for a g H G, A ,
0 0H G w xt ( res a s G: H a. .  .G H
Though there may now be a way to obtain t H by applying a dimensionG
shifting technique to the map in dimension zero, we do not know how to
do so. In particular, it is not clear whether the category of protorsion
G-modules has enough injectives.
4. PROPERTIES OF t HG
The standard transfer map is a natural transformation of d-functors
which is transitive and which under appropriate conditions commutes with
w xconjugation, inflation, and restriction 13, Sect. 2.4 . We show that the
same is true of the map t H defined in the previous section.G
In what follows we often do not distinguish in our notation between a
cochain map between two complexes and the map it induces on the
cohomology. It will be clear from the context which map we mean.
Throughout this section G is a profinite group and H a closed subgroup
of G.
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let K be a closed subgroup of G which is contained in
H. Then
t K s t H ( t K .G G H
Proof. Let f : H _ G ª G and c : K _ H ª H be continuous sections,
and let u : K _ G ª G be the continuous section given by the equation
y1
u Kg s c Kgf Hg f Hg . .  .  . .
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Let t be defined as in Proposition 3.3 and let t and t be definedf c u
analogously. Then by Proposition 2.8,
t s t ( t ,u f c
and Proposition 4.1 follows.
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let A and B be protorsion G-modules and let a be a
 .continuous G-module map from A to B. Let a be the map from C* G, AG
 . n .to C* G, B which sends f g C G, A to a ( f and define a in the sameH
manner. Then
a ( t H s t H ( a .G G G H
Proof. The proposition follows directly from the definition of the
transfer and Proposition 2.3.
ba
In general, if a short exact sequence 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 of topological
G-modules is topologically trivial, then it gives rise to a long cohomological
exact sequence
a n b n dnG G Gn n n nq1??? ª H G, A ª H G, B ª H G, C ª H G, A ª ??? .  .  .  .c c c c
w x12, Sect. 2 .
ba
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 be a topologically tri¨ ial
exact sequence of protorsion G-modules. Then the following diagram com-
mutes:
dnHn nq16 .  .H H, C H H, Ac c
6 6
H n H nq1 .  .t tG G
ndGn nq16 .  .H G, C H G, A .c c
n n .Proof. Recall that d is induced by the map from C G, C toG
nq1 . n .  n .y1 n  n.y1 .C G, A which sends f g C G, C to a (d ( b f , whereG G G
 .  n.y1 .d is the boundary map of C* G, B , b f is any element in theG G
n  n .y1 .inverse image of f under b , and a g is any element in the inverseG G
n H  .  .image of g under a . Assume that t : H* H, B ª H* G, B is inducedG G
 .  .by the map t : C* H, B ª C* G, B as described in Proposition 3.3. Thef
result now follows from Proposition 4.2 and the fact that d ( t s t (d .G f f H
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let K be a closed subgroup of G.
 .i If HK is a subgroup of G, then
res HK ( t H s t H l K (res H . 4.5 .K HK K H l K
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 . G r Kii Assume that K is normal, and let inf denote the inflation mapG
 K .  .from C* GrK, A to C* G, A gi¨ en by the equation
inf G r K f g , . . . , g s f g K , . . . , g K . .  .G 1 n 1 n
If K : H, then
inf G r K ( t Hr K s t H (inf Hr K . 4.6 .G G r K G H
 .  .  y1 .iii For g g G, let g denote the map from C* H, A to C* gHg , AH
defined by the formula
g f g , . . . , g s g f gy1 g g , . . . , gy1 g g . .  .H 1 n 1 n
If K : H, then
g ( t K s t g K gy1y1 ( g . 4.7 .H H g H g K
Proof. All three parts of the proposition follow quickly from the
definition of the transfer and the properties of the integral outlined in
Section 2. We sketch the proofs below.
 .  .i Choose sections c : H l K _ K ª K and f: H _ HK ª HK
such that
c H l K k s f Hk .  . .
 .and write down the left and right hand sides of 4.5 as integrals. Note that
 .the map from H l K _ K to H _ HK which sends H l K k to Hk is a
measure-preserving homeomorphism. Now apply Proposition 2.6.
 .  .  .ii Choose sections f : H _ G ª G and c : HrK _ GrK ª
GrK such that
Kf Hg s c HrK g . .  . .
 .  .  .Write 4.6 in integral form. The map from HrK _ GrK to H _ G
 .which sends HrK g to Hg is a measure-preserving homeomorphism.
Apply Proposition 2.6.
 . y1 y1 y1iii Choose sections f : K _ H ª H and c : gKg _ gHg ª gHg
such that
f Kh s gy1c gKgy1 ghgy1 g . .  . .
 . y1 y1Write 4.7 in integral form. The map from gKg _ gHg to K _ H
 y1 . y1sending gKg ghg to Kh is a measure-preserving homeomorphism.
Apply Proposition 2.6.
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.4.
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2
Let G be a group and A a G-module. An extension of G by A is an
exact sequence
ba
0 ª A ª E ª G ª 1 5.1 .
such that the given action of G on A is the same as the one induced by
the conjugation action of E on A. In the case that G is a topological
 .group and A a topological G-module, we call the extension 5.1 topologi-
 .cal if it is a topological sequence. Similarly, if 5.1 is topologically trivial,
then we say the extension is topologically trivial. A second extension
b9a 9  .0 ª A ª E9 ª G ª 1 is equivalent to 5.1 if there is an isomorphism
t : E ª E9 such that t ( a s a 9 and b9(t s b. In the topological case,
the two extensions are said to be topologically equivalent if t is addition-
ally a homeomorphism.
For any group G and G-module A, there is a well-known bijective
correspondence between equivalence classes of extensions of G by A and
2 .the elements of H G, A . We establish a similar correspondence in the
case that G and A are topological. We leave it to the reader to verify the
facts listed below, all of which are topological versions of standard results
w xwhich can be found, for instance, in 1, 8 . Throughout this discussion, we
assume that G is a topological group, that A is a topological G-module,
 .and that extension 5.1 is topologically trivial. Furthermore, we use the
terms cocyle and coboundary in the continuous sense, i.e., in reference to
 .the cochain complex C* G, A used to define the continuous cohomology
U  .H G, A .c
 .  .i Let g be a continuous section of the projection map b in 5.1 .
 .Note that we can assume g is normalized in the sense that g 1 s 1, since
 .  .y1if it is not we can replace it by the function sending g to g g g 1 . Let
f : G = G ª A be given by the equation
g g g h s a f g , h g gh . .  .  .  . .
 .  .Then f is a cocycle, and f 1, g s f g, 1 s 0 for all g g G. Such a
normalized 2-cocycle is called a factor set.
 .ii The factor sets associated to two different continuous, normal-
 .ized sections of b in 5.1 differ by a coboundary.
b9a 9 .iii Let 0 ª A ª E9 ª G ª 1 be a topologically trivial extension
 .which is topologically equivalent to 5.1 . Then the factor sets associated to
a continuous, normalized section of b and a continuous, normalized
section of b9 differ by a coboundary.
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 .iv Let f be a factor set. Then the set A = G, endowed with the
product topology and given the structure of a group via the rule
 . .   . .a, g b, h s a q gb q f g, h , gh , is a topological group which we de-
note by A i G. The extensionf
i p
0 ª A ª A i G ª G ª 1, 5.2 .f
 .  .where i maps a to a, 1 and p maps a, g to g, is topologically trivial.
Moreover, f is the factor set associated to the section of p which sends g
 .to 0, g .
 .v Let f be the factor set associated to a continuous section of the
 .  .map b in 5.1 . Then 5.1 and 0 ª A ª A i G ª G ª 1 are topologi-f
cally equivalent.
 .vi Let f and f 9 be two factor sets which differ by a coboundary.
Then the extensions 0 ª A ª A i G ª G ª 1 and 0 ª A ª A i Gf f 9
ª G ª 1 are topologically equivalent.
Let u be the map from the set of topologically trivial extensions of G by
2 .  .A to H G, A which sends an extension of the form 5.1 to the class inc
2 .  .  .H G, A containing the factor set f described in i . We see by ii that uc
 .is well-defined. Let E G, A denote the set of topological equivalencec
classes of topologically trivial extensions of G by A.
LEMMA 5.3. The map u induces a bijecti¨ e correspondence between
 . 2 .E G, A and H G, A .c c
 .Proof. It follows from iii that u induces a well-defined map on
 .  .  .E G, A . That this map is injective follows from v and vi . To show it isc
2 .surjective, let n be a class in H G, A and note that n contains a factorc
 .set f. Then 5.2 is mapped to n by u , and the proof of Lemma 5.3 is
complete.
COROLLARY 5.4. A topological extension of a profinite group G by a
2 .profinite G-module A splits topologically if and only if the element in H G, Ac
associated to it under the correspondence of Lemma 5.3 is tri¨ ial.
Proof. A topological extension of G by A is topologically trivial by
Lemma 3.2. The corollary, therefore, follows immediately from Lemma
5.3.
We turn now to Theorem 1.2. Assume that E is a profinite group and
that A is a closed, abelian, normal subgroup of E. Let G s ErA and
recall that G acts on A by conjugation. Let A s lim ArV, where V runs6p
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< <through all the open subgroups of A for which ArV is a power of p.
 .Since A is abelian, we have A (  A . It follows that C* G, A (p
 .C* G, A as chain complexes and in turn thatp
H n G, A ( H n G, A . 5.5 .  . .c c p
2 .Let n be the element in H G, A associated to the extensionc
b
0 ª A ª E ª G ª 1 5.6 .
under the correspondence of Lemma 5.3. Let n denote the projection ofp
2 .  .n in H G, A . Theorem 1.2 states that if 5.6 splits topologically over ac p
 .pro-p-Sylow subgroup of G for all p, then 5.6 splits topologically. By
Corollary 5.4, the condition in this theorem is equivalent to the statement
 G .2 . 2 .that res n s 0 in H S , A for all p, and the conclusion is equiva-S c pp 2 .  .lent to the statement that n s 0 in H G, A . Using 5.5 , we see that thec
 G .2 .condition implies that res n s 0 for all p and the conclusion holds ifS pp
n s 0 for all p. Thus Theorem 1.2 is a consequence of the followingp
result. Note that a profinite group G is said to be pro-p if GrU is a
p-group for all open, normal subgroups U of G.
THEOREM 5.7. Let p be a prime number. Let E be a profinite group and A
a closed, abelian, normal pro-p subgroup of E. If the exact sequence 0 ª
A ª E ª G ª 1 splits topologically o¨er a pro-p-Sylow subgroup S of G
then it splits topologically.
2 .First Proof. Let n be the element in H G, A associated to 0 ª A ªc
E ª G ª 1. By assumption, this extension splits topologically over S and
 G.2 . Sso res n s 0. Applying the map t in dimension two to both sidesS G
Ã nw x  .yields G: S n s 0. Since A is pro-p, the natural action of Z on H G, Ac
w xfactors via Z . In particular, m n s 0 where m is the image of G: Sp p p
Ãunder the canonical projection from Z to Z . Since S is a pro-p-Sylowp
subgroup of G, we have m s 1. Therefore n s 0 and 0 ª A ª E ªp
G ª 1 splits topologically.
 w x.Second Proof Serre 10 . Assume for the moment that G is a finite
group, S is a p-Sylow subgroup of G, and A is a p-primary finite
n .G-module. Then for all n G 0, the restriction map from H G, A to
n . n .H S, A is an injection, and there is a canonical decomposition H S, A
n . n . n .s H G, A [ M S, A , where M S, A is the kernel of the standard
n . n .transfer map from H S, A to H G, A .
Now allow G to be profinite and continue to assume that A is finite and
p-primary. Let S be a pro-p-Sylow subgroup of G. The reader can verify,
either by reduction to the above finite case or by making use of the
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S n .transfer map t , that for all n G 0, the restriction map from H G, A toG c
n .H S, A is an injection and that there is a canonical decompositionc
H n S, A s H n G, A [ M n S, A , 5.8 .  .  .  .c c c
n . Swhere M S, A is the kernel of t in dimension n. Assume that 0 ªc G
A ª E ª G ª 1 splits topologically over S and let f be a continuous
splitting from S to E. Using Corollary 5.4 and the injectivity of the
restriction map, we see that 0 ª A ª E ª G ª 1 splits topologically. Let
X be the set of continuous splittings from G to E, and for c g X, let c < S
be the restriction of c to S. Let X be the subset of X containing those cf
1 . 1 .for which the class in H S, A of the cocyle f y c is in M S, A . Notec < S c
that X is finite since any two elements in X differ by a coboundary andf f
are therefore A-conjugate. In addition, X is non-empty. To see thisf
 . 1 .consider any splitting r g X. By 5.8 we can find z g H G, A andc
1 .n g M S, A such that f y r s z q n . Let z be a 1-cocycle represent-c < s
ing the class z and let r9 g X be the continuous splitting given by
 .  .  . 1 . Xr9 g s r g q z g . Let m9 g H S, A be the class of f y r . Then m9c < S
1 .is in M S, A .c
Assume finally that we are in the setting of Theorem 5.7, and let f
 4again denote a continuous splitting from S to E. Let V be a set of openj
subgroups of A which are normal in E and for which lim ArV s A. Let6 j
A s ArV and E s ErV . Thenj j j j
0 ª A ª E ª G ª 1j j
is a topological extension of G by A . Let f be the splitting from S to Ej j j
induced by f. For each j, we are now in the situation described previously.
Let X be defined as X was, except with f, E, and A replaced by f ,f f jj
E , and A respectively. The sets X form a projective system whosej j f j
inverse limit is non-empty since each X is finite and non-empty. Anf j
element of this limit is a splitting from G to E and the proof of Theorem
5.7 is complete.
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